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I . Introduct ion

Many inquiries regarding cau'ses and methods of orevention

of dampness on the interior surfa.ces of exterior walls of brick
,

'

if Methods of -waterproofing walls below grade are discussed in

the following publications;

Farmers » -Bulletin No. 1572, "Making Cellars Dry," obtain-

able from- the Superintendent of Documents, Washington,

D. C., for five cents. -

"Waterproofing Engineering," by Joseph Ross, John Wiley and

Sons, New York, N. Y.

structural clay tile, concrete block, stone and stucco have been
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received by this Bureau. This letter circular has been prepared

to give informat ion on the subject more fully than would be

feasible by a, letter.

Although nearly all building walls are permeable in the

sense that they would leak if subjected to water under nressure,

most walls of all types give satisfactory service except under

very severe conditions, be sc riot ions and observations of struc-

tures where damnness has occurred indicate that faulty design or.

construction usually is the cause. Apoarently the possibility

of damp walls is not always considered during construction. The

masonry materials sometimes are used as if they were -impermeable

,

whereas many types are readily permeable..

Dampness on the interior surfaces of walls may arise from

the following sources; (1) moisture condensed from the air,

(2) moisture entering through openings, and (3) moisture perme-

ating through the wall.

1 1 . Cans es : fo r - Dampness

a. Condensation moist ure

Atmospheric moisture condenses on a wall whenever the tem-

perature of the wall surface is less, than the dew-point tempera-

ture of the- adjacent air. The amount of moisture deposited- will

depend mainly pn- the- temperatures'- of -the wall and. air ,< the. .rela-

tive humidity of the. air
,
and - the rate of movement of the air

over the wall surface. The dew-point temperature depends chiefly

on the temperature and relat iye .humidity of the air. Minimum,

differences between the temperature of the- wall surface. and of

the' adjacent air ," for "Various" r -fLative- humidities- ,-a-t -which

condensation will occur are approximately as follows;
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Condensation may take place during cold weather if there is

insufficient thermal insulation between the wall surface and its

backing because large differences may then exist between the tern

perature of the masonry surface and of the air in the room. As

changes in wall temperatures tend to lag behind changes in air

temperatures, a sudden rise in the temperature of air may cause

moisture to condense on walls.

Due to the fact that the relative humidity of air in dwell-

ings generally is very low while heating plants are in operation

dampness from condensation during cold weather is not common.

However, with air conditioning or when humidifying devices are

used, wall insulation usually will be needed if outdoor tempera-

tures are less than 30°?. The thermal insulation provided by

furring alone is not an adequate safeguard where temperatures as

low as 10°F. are experienced unless the relative humidity is

maintained at less than 60 per cent, estimates of the amount

of insulation reauired cam. be made readily by engineers if pro-

vided with information on the wall construction and on the

operation of the a.ir conditioning equipment.

When walls become damp during rainy weather only, sometimes

it is not readily apparent whether the source of moisture is
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condensation from the air or rain water cermet t ing through the

wall. To answer this Question a simple test nay bn made by-

cementing a thin niece of metal, having a noli shed surface, or

a mirrored glass, onto the face of the wall. If moisture col-

lects on this surface whenever dampness odd ears on surrounding

portions of the wall, it may he concluded that condensation con-

tributes to the dampness.

In interpreting the results of such tests, it should he

borne in mind that moisture may condense on a wall surface with-

out causing noticeable dampness on the interior if the wall

absorbs the ..moisture as rapidly as it is deoosited. Although

the wall surface does not appear to be damn, the condensation

of moisture may have a deleterious effect on the clast er or

decorat ions

.

b_. Pen et rat ion of rain wat er

Dampness on interior surfaces of ™?ulls may be caused by

rain water blown against the walls or by water collected on

roofs or other horizontal surfaces entering the masonry and

reaching- the interior, sometimes at a considerable distance be-

low the place of entry.

Structural defects which permit the drainage water to flow

onto or into the masonry are believed to be the most common

causes of dampness in masonry "-alls . The nature of the defects

is well known, but in order to avoid them it is necessary for

the designer to make plans for conveying rain water away from

the masonry and for the builder to, carry out the details with

car e

.
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The likelihood of rain entering through exposed vertical

faces of walls in sufficient amounts to cause dampness on in-

terior surfaces is largely dependent upon wind velocity, in 4- eu-

sity and duration of rainfall, and the location of objects tend-

ing to shield the wall, without wind no rain would strike the

vertical surfaces; a horizontal wind of 10 miles per hour would

cause roughly two-thirds as much rain to strike an unprotected

vertical surface as would fall on equal horizontal surfaces; a,

velocity of.30. mil.es per hour would increase the amount to twice

as much as would fall on eciua.l horizontal surfaces. Surrounding

objects such as buildings and. trees may reduce considerably the

amount of rain which strikes v.ertical surfaces.

in many localities a rainfall totalling' two to three inches

in from one to three days and. accompanied by winds having a ve-

locity of 15 to 30. miigs per hour may be expected many times

during the life of a building. During such rains the amount of

water which strikes unprotected vertical surfaces may total from

2 to S cubic inches per square Inch of wall. The water capacity

of bricks in a, brick masonry wall S inches thick ranges
,
for

different products, from less than 1 to about 4 cubic inches per

souare inch of exposed brick area; f.or most bricks this value

lies between. 1 and 3 cubic inches per souare inch. It -is ap-

parent , ^therefore ,
that .the amount of water which may strike a

wall during such a storm may be. more than sufficient to saturate

a brick masonry wall 8 inches thick. The water capacity of

other kinds of masonry does not exceed that of the most absoro-

tive brickwork.

The rate at which initially dry bricks absorb water through
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one face which is in contact with water varies from 0.1 to more

than 5 cubic inches per hour per square inch. of exposed surface.

However, the. rate for most common bricks and. for most masonry of

other units lies between 0.2 and. 2 cubic inches oer hour per

square inch.. As. the effect of wind p.reasure -on. the rate of ab-

sorption ordinarily is small, in comparison with the effect of

capillary forces, the chief influence of wind on the moisture

gain of a wall without cracks or other openings is in its ef-

fect on the Quantity of water which strikes the vertical face.

The foregoing values on rates of .absorption indicate that walls

composed of rapidly absorbing bricks are capable, of absorbing

water a.s rapidly as moisture is supplied by rain except during

unusually heavy piownpours accompanied by strong wind; whereas

with brisks which absorb slowly, rains of ordinary intensity

with moderate winds may supply water more rapidly than it can

be absorbed.

The time reouired for moisture to penetrate a wall probably

is not affected significantly by the presence of capillary

cracks if the masonry is capable of absorbing relatively large

volumes of water with extreme rapidity. However, with most ma-

sonry and stucco, especially that which absorbs moisture slowly,

wind-blown rain will be driven easily through cracks., because

storms of only ordinary intensity may supply water at a rate

exceeding that, at which water will be absorbed, by the material.

The results of tests show ..that, moisture penetrates more .

rapidly through either bricks or mortar than, through, solid

brickwork composed of both materials, the movement of the .water
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apparently being retarded as it masses from one material, to the

other. It seem-s
,
therefore, that masonry having" all spaces be-

tween the units filled solidly with mortar would be oref erable -

to that with joints only partially filled because (1) it has a

greater capacity for holding moisture and (2) there is a lesser

likelihood of water being concentrated at the header bricks or

other bonding units in the soaces between- wythes .

c . Capillary rise of .ground moisture

Capillary moisture from the ground is not a frequent cause

of dampness in walls above grade. But the dampproofing necessary

to avoid trouble from this source is so simple and inexpensive

that it should not be omitted.

Ill •_ preventative Measures

a_. Condensation moisture

Thermal insulation should be provided between the interior

surface and the masonry wall. The a,mount of added insulation

need not be large for ordinary dwellings where there is little

or no artificial humidifying of the air. It may be simoly an

air space or sheets of insulating material such as corkboard,

rock cork or a fibrous or mineral insulation board l/2 inch or

more in thickness. if the insulation is provided by furring the

width of the air soace should be approximately 3/4 inch, because

for narrower spaces the insulating value is low and for wider

spaces it is not increased appreciably. Methods of applying

insulation materials are described in specifications prepared

by manufacturers of these materials.

If the humidity of the air in the buildings is unusually
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high- (as is likely in laundries, for example) - ventilation will,

be 'an aid in - preventing' demoness from condensa-t ion. However,

in new structures or in .remodeling' old' ones for uses that may

increase the humidity of the air, t.h.e
1 amount of. insula,t ion .re-

quired to prevent dondensat ion should be ascertained.

b. penetration mo is tu rn ' ...

1. Ground moistur e overcome dampness from capillary

moisture from the ground, damooroof ing courses should be ex- -

tended ‘entirely through the wall at -a height of 5 to 10 inches

above the surface of the
;

ground. . These courses may consist of

layers of impervious materials, such -as slate or sheet .copper..

As an optional method, mortar containing a water repellent may-

be used for three or more courses of the masonry. Cements in

which the water repellent is"" incoroofat ed are "generally avail-

able, or the repellent ingredients may be purchased in' the form

of pastes or powders and incorporated in the mortar. These

materials usually consist of salts of fatty acids
,
such as

stearates or oleates of ammonium, sodium, or ca.lcium. The

sodium and ammonium salts are found on the market in the form

of pastes, while the calcium type may be obtained as a. dry pow-

der, usually consisting of hydrated lime and calcium stearate.

The amount of such admixture used should provide a fatty acid

content equal to from 0,1 to 0.2 per cent of the weight of the

cementing materials. The producers' specifications usually give

the amounts of their admixtures to use, which is ordinarily

about 2 per cent of the weight of the cementing materials. The

pastes, are added to the mixing water, but the dry powders are

mixed with the sand and cement before water is added.
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For stone masonry
,
especially of limestone and sandstone,

it is considered good practice to use a granite base or at

least one course of granite extending through the wall and

slightly above the ground line. Such grade courses should be

bedded and jointed in a. damporoof ed mortar as described above.

2. Water entering through horizontal surfac es . --All hori-

zontal or sloping surfaces
,
unless continuous and nearly imper-

vious, should be either waterproofed or separated from the ma-

sonry below by flashing of durable materia Is. For example, cop-

per flashing may be provided under copings, cornices, caps on

chimneys, pervious or jointed sills, and projecting courses of

masonry. in furred wall construction flashing should be in-

stalled at the tops of window frames and wherever members join

the plaster with the masonry, in order to divert water from the

inner face of the masonry to the outside. At junctions between

parapet walls and roofs, the flashing which is built into the

roof surfacing should be extended upward high enough to prevent

overtopping by roof water and then through the wr»ll to within

one inch of the outer surface. Construction which projects

beyond the exposed vertical faces of walls should be provided

with undercut drips, in order to shed the water away from the

wails .

.
•

.
,

...» -
:

Openings and defective joints should be filled with mortar

or with a plastic caulking compound (sometimes called elastic

pointing material)
,
after which two or more coats of d colorless

liquid waterproofing should be applied to the entire surface.

3. Water entering through vertical surfaces .— The possi-

bility of dampness penetrating through vertical walls should be
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taken into consideration in the original -clans and soecifica-

t ions . in order to obtain well filled joints and a complete

contact of mortar with the masonry units, it is essential that

the mason use a mortar of good working proport ies . Pith units

which absorb water slowly mortars of stiffer consistency should

be used than with those which absorb water ran idly . For the

latter, it is preferable to use mortars which offer a consider-

able resistance to loss of moisture when in contact with ab-

sorbent units. Masonry units which absorb water slowly should

be dry when laid and those absorbing water rapidly should be

damp but not wet enough to cause them to slide on the mortar

bed. The amount of water in the unit preferably should be such

that, when one face is in contact with water, the absorption

during the first minute will be between 0.1 and 0.6 lb. per so.

ft. of contact area (approximately 0.05 to 0.3 g per sq. cm.).

The date, given in the preceding paragraphs on the amount

of rain water which may strike vertical surfaces and on the

water capacity of masonry 'walls indicate that the most effective

method for repairing "mills depends on the absorptive properties

of the masonry. Walls of materials which absorb water slowly

or in relatively small amounts are more apt to transmit moisture

through cracks or other openings than through the solid masonry.

Sealing of these openings, therefore, would be the most effec-

tive
,means jo? stopping leaks . The application of waterproofing

to the surface of masonry which transmits moisture slowly prob-

ably would be of no benefit. The sealing of openings would tend

to reduce leakage through walls of any of the materials in common

use, though the reduction would be less with walls which' absorb
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unusually large amounts of water rapidly. The aoolication of

an effective waterproofing compound, after the sealing of open-

ings,, also would tend to reduce leakage . through masonry of

materials which transmit moisture at moderate or rapid rates,

and' probably would be entirely -effective in ...stopping leaks

through walls of large water capacity.

Repairs to flashings and waterproofing of horizontal sur-

faces should always precede the application of a treatment to

vertical surfaces. Openings in joints around window frames or

where the masonry joins other material's should be f idled
,
pre-

ferably with a plastic caulking compound. As openings large

enough to be seen cannot be sealed with a colorless wa.teroroof-

ing, these should be filled and the joints in the masonry should

be repointed where there ‘is doubt about their tightness. Ver-

tical joints are often defective and should be reoointed. The

foregoing repairs may prevent dampness on interiors Without the

wat erproof ing of vertical surfaces. Moreover, the cart ial -seal-

ing of vertical surfaces by means of coatings' when water anay

enter behind those surfaces may increase dampness on interiors,

accelerate disintegration, and increase efflorescence.

Where it is known that water basses through the masonry

units and causes damp interiors, one may resort to a colorless

liquid waterproofing treatment. There are several types of

such wat erproof ings on the market
,
the majority of which fall

under the following classification: (1) metallic salts' of fatty

acids (aluminum stearates and oleatos) dissolved in mineral

spirits or other suitable solvent, (2) waxes dissolved in

mineral spirits, ‘(3) waxes applied" in a molten state,

- 11-
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oils alone or with waxes in solution* and (5) thinned. varnishes

.

• A study of such-- waterproof ings by means. o,f .exposure, tests!?/

2J Exposure tests on colorless waterproofing materials, Bur.

of Standards, Tech, pacer No. 248.

has indicated that materials under the first classification are

effective in wat erproof in-g mo-st types - of masonry
,
but. when, ex-

posed to the weather they det eriorate within two . or three years..

When properly applied, this type has the- advantage of being free

of - discolorat ion effects on all types of masonry. Materials

under the second classification usually discolor masonry more or

less, but they are superior in durability. When the wax used,,

is a good grade of high melting-point paraffin* the.- treatment

should be. effective for 1C years or longer. The molten, wax type

usually consists of a high melting point paraffin. With this

wax the results are .similar to those obtained with paraffin

solutions. The. treatment- is rat her . expensive .as it requires

special equipment and skilled workmen, for .its application. Ma-

terials under the fourth classification discolor considerably

and a.re not as durable as the - wax treatments. .Thinned varnishes

disc.olor considerably -.most, types. - of masonry
:

and usually leave a

film on the surface which is especially noticeable on dense,

masonry units. .. . . ..... „

The' paraffin solution can be made at small cost by. dissolv-

ing about 3/4 lb. of paraffin (melting, point 135?F* . or higher)

to the gallon of benzene or gasoline. The. solution is easily

made when the temperature.' of the solvent is.- 70°E. or higher by

sharing' the wax into the solvent and stirring. It may.’, be made
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also by melting the wax and oouring it into the solvent, but

care must be taken not to bring either the solvent or the solu-

tion near an open flame. This wat eroroofing may be applied with

a brush, but a spray is more satisfactory in most cases. The

masonry should be thoroughly dry, and the treatment should' not

be apolied when the wall t emoerature is below 70°v. Tmo coats

are usually reouired and the first should be allowed to dry for

24- hours or more before the second is aoolied. It should be

apolied cooiously, but as soon as the masonry stoos absorbing

freely the application should be stoooed.

Waterproofing (usually bituminous) is sometimes aoolied to

the inner faces of walls. There is some doubt, at least, regard

ing the value of such wat eroroof ing. Reports of exoerience in-

dicate that many walls so treated had become damp during heavy

rains and with some of these the wat eroroof ing has blistered

and become loosened from the masonry. The information available

is inadequate to indicate whether or not the waterproofing of

interior faces is of benefit, as it is orobable that some of

the failures reported were due to inferior materials or work-

manship .
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